
AN ANALYSIS OF MARK DOTYS USE OF POETRY IN HIS BOOK MY

ALEXANDRIA

A versatile, technically astute poet, Doty masterfully tackles themes. This book of poems had sat on my shelf for years
waiting to be read. My Alexandria is an analysis of mortality as interpreted by a gay man living in the time of HIV/AIDS. ..
Mark Doty: "So," he said in that voice you use to speak to children, "Do you carry .

Eliot Prize. I see them as witnessing the complexity of sexuality, HIV, homelessness, urbanity, art, death: all
serious, somber subjects and while there is no exuberance in the poems, there is not as much hopelessness as
doom implies. For the past six years, she has facilitated a poetry discussion group at the Falmouth Public
Library. As the son of an army engineer, Mark Doty grew up in a succession of suburbs in Tennessee, Florida,
southern California, and Arizona. It is panoramic in scope, ranging from Prendergast to Cavafy to a torch
singer in a bar, ultimately to the hypnotic power of love itself. This poem critiques the way society perceived
and treated homosexual AIDS sufferers. In an age marked by homogenization, by the manipulation of desire
on a global levelâ€¦poetry may represent the resolutely specific experience. In an interview with poet Mark
Wunderlich published in the Cortland Review, Doty was asked why he thought poetry endured as an art form.
Later he leaves a message: Yes to the bowl of goldfish. Willie if he is Willie fusses much longer over my head
than my head merits, which allows me to be grateful without qualification. Indeed, beauty, its unlikely, often
unexpected, yet constant recurrence and its elusive fleetingness, is central. I will be reminded of why I love
him, his work. In the interim, however, Doty was publishing his early work. Only the last lines of "Wreck"
acknowledge that the ruined boat is a metaphor for the body on the cusp of oblivion. As hard as Doty works to
name the world, it remains as he says in "Two Ruined Boats" "inhospitable": The world is never completely
his own. Minerals, traces, rumors I am made from, morsel, minuscule fibre, one woman like and unlike so
many, fooled as to her destiny, the scope of her task? The memoir showed me the thinking and feeling man;
the poetry shows me the incredibly talented and intelligent poet. I loved that city, the two of us traversing that
light. His poems capture what it means to be American, gay, mindful, and aware of social justice. Could I be a
little satisfied? She is the director of Calliope, a poetry reading series, with winter craft workshops, at the West
Falmouth Library, now completing its ninth season. All rights reserved. Shelves: to-read-spring loved this.
This is a Mark that has let himself strip down his diction and zen down his details. Instead, we find Mark Doty
exploring new territories and questioning himself at every turn. All of which is the inevitable consequence of
attachmentsâ€”to objects and to people. Deep Lane is a deeply psychological, spiritual, and true collection of
poems. They were married in and divorced in  In Fog, he talks about the time after his love is diagnosed with
HIV and how acutely aware of a nick while shaving, a cut while gardening, and compares it to the irises and
tulips in his garden and how blood is like a garden and ultimately blood is a garden. The Reagan
administration's delayed action to fight AIDS resulted in thousands of deaths, especially among young gay
men. His syntactically complex and aesthetically profound free verse poems, odes to urban gay life, and
quietly brutal elegies to his lover, Wally Roberts, have been hailed as some of the most original and arresting
poetry written today. As if here our desire to be unique, unmistakable, and our desire to be of a piece were
reconciled. Booklist described his verse as "quiet, intimate" and praised its original style in turning powerful
young urban experience into "an example of how we live, how we suffer and transcend suffering". This new
collection of poems shows us an evolving Mark, who is more open, more vulnerable, even more authentic. I
will think of all the things he has yet to write, I have yet to read. Norton, , a book of descents: into the earth
beneath the garden, into the dark substrata of a life. For a moment, held in balance. The poignancy of these
lines lies in that, as much as he needs to think otherwise, Doty knows that the boat will eventually lose its grip,
that flux is not identical with eternity. Please do not reproduce without permission. This modest, equivocal
poem is about the threshold of the corporeal body -- more profoundly so than "Atlantis. Norton, 


